ESL 2: Our Stories
Scope and Sequence
Chapter and
Title
Chapter 1: A
Day in My
Life

Description

Vocabulary

Grammar

Describing
one’s daily
routine

Daily
activities,
words related
to time

Chapter 2:
Your Home
and
Neighborhood

Giving
descriptions of
neighborhoods,
homes, and
rooms in a
home
Talking about
activities that
one does at
home,
describing
obligations and
chores
Describing
appearances of
friends and
family
members

Types of
homes, rooms
in a house,
furniture

Telling time;
present tense;
asking and
answering
questions
Prepositions of
location

Chapter 3: At
Home

Chapter 4:
Family and
Friends

Chapter 5: My
Personality

Chapter 6: My
Style

Chapter 7:
Around Town

Describing
personalities
and giving
descriptions of
people one
loves and
admires
Describing
style and
clothing,
shopping for
clothes
Providing
information
about the
places in town
and
community
resources

Culture
Topics
Meal times in
the United
States

Story
Title/Genre
“Late for
School”;
fiction

“House” vs.
“Home”;
typical teen
rooms in the
United States

“A New
House”;
fiction

Activities at
home, chores

Obligations,
adverbs of
frequency

Who takes
naps and
when?, typical
gender roles

“Chores”;
fiction

Family
members,
important
people,
adjectives to
describe
appearance
Adjectives to
describe
personality

Comparatives
and
superlatives

Diversity of
appearances;
how to be kind
to others

“Best
Friends”; nonfiction

Adjective
order

Kind and
unkind words

“Thank You,
Tree”; fiction

Clothes worn
during each
season; styles
and fashions in
the United
States
Calling 9-1-1
for help;
different ways
to say “thank
you”

“Carmen Goes
Shopping”;
fiction

Articles of
clothing,
colors, words
to use while
shopping
Places in town,
common
resources in a
community

“Interesting
Places to Visit
in North
America”;
non-fiction

Chapter 8:
Getting
Around

Chapter 9:
Following
Directions
Chapter 10:
Inspiration and
Success

Giving and
receiving
directions to
places in town
and describing
types of
transportation
Understanding
step-by-step
instructions
Talking about
people who
inspire and
motivate you,
information
about how to
be successful

Types of
transportation,
infrastructure,
prepositions of
place

Prepositions

How to ask for
directions
from strangers

“A Bad Day”;
fiction

Types of
directions,
adverbs of
sequence
Qualities of
inspiring
people, types
of goals

Adverbs of
sequence

Storytelling
using adverbs
of sequence

“The Tree”;
fiction

Word families

Setting
SMART goals

“Two
Inspiring
People”;
biography

